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“Neither I nor anyone else can impose a

value system on you. I can only ask
each of you to examine your actions
constantly; to judge them in relation
to the values of human life and social
responsibility, and hope that you would
retain only those actions which help
make this world a more humanly decent
place to live for every human being.”

James M. Jones
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I NTRODUCT I ON

Ours is a multi—aceted society. With the advancement of

technoloov we are inundated with media reoorts about other

cultures. Some issues currently beina focused are aoartheid.

anti—Semiticism, racism, and oovertv. Print and non—print

materials have in the past and are currently viewing these and

other cultural issues usina North American values and

standards. Just as North Americans strive -far better

lifestyles., so are all humans searchina for security, economic

independence, education, and control of their futures. As North

Americans, we allow Eurocentric domination o-f our educational

materials and other media.

Libraries as collectors of the world’s knowledge need to

become “culturally aware” of all societies. Mis—information and

unauthentic materials currently found in the libraries of the

world are -fuel for racist remarks, oreiudice and

discrimination. Cries of censorship arise when librarians

remove materials because they are inaccurate and outdated.

Other people demand that materials be removed because a-f biased

viewooints. “Changes must and will occur, however as media

services attempt to face the challenge of today’s society and

to provide a collection that is “rich in breadth and depth of

content”. and that “meets the reuirements of all curriculum

areas.””

Stereotypes are dangerous as they reinforce prejudice.

These oower-ful weapons are in many segments of today’s society.
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Movies. music, 1okes, toys and literature are a ew f the

areas where stereotvoes exist. “soaks are one of the most

ower4ul mediums of oeroetuatino bias and ore,udice amonost our

children.” Many children become the victims of these negative

imaces and concepts.

This oaoer looks at censorship and cultural viewoo.nts

about orint and non—print materials. Questions such as: what is

censorship?; when does it occur?; why does it occur’?: and how

does a library deal with controversial material? are dealt

with. Why then is it important to deal with racist materials?:

should materials be removed or withdrawn from a collection if

they contain racial bias?; what guidelines should be

established to assist in building and maintaining a quality

collection? are other issues librarians must focus on.

CENSORSHIP

What is it?

Censorship is a form by which suopression of information is

applied to print and non—print materials. Information which an

individual or grouo of individuals tries to suppress can deal

with a variety of topics. Topics such as sex.. four—letter

words and ethnic/racial issues. are some that could face the

censorship chal lence.

“The question of censorship is brought to the fare when

attempts are made to remove material because of bias.”

Webster’s Dictionary defines bias as a prejudice. a

orepossession that sways the mind. Bias does not include

inaccurate and distorted information that is found in racist
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materials. This type of information has been used to define

and/or caricaturize various cultural grouos as having the same

physical, mental and emotional characteristics.. People and

their cultural structures are complex. Biased materials tend to

oversimplify the various political, economical and social

structures of a society.

When and why does it occur?

Debates about censorship issues have been occurring since

the beginning of written history. Libraries over a century ago

decided to be guardians of public morals and help imorove the

public’s reading taste. The cultural revolution of the 1960’s

changed this, as more people began to question public and moral

issues.

When the economic climate causes stress. people tend to

become reactionary. Since the tension of “tight” money causes

people to worry about federal /orovincial economic situations

over which the public feel they have little control. local

issues such as book banning may come to the forefront. Peoole

know that they have more control in a local issue simply

because they can go directly to the source of the problem and

c omp 1 ai n.

People become involved in censorship issues because of

their need to raise children with the “right set of values.”

Library users fear that the library may be substituting other

values with which they do not agree, through material that is

purchased and housed in the collection. In schools, textbooks
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were the first to be examined and censored because of content..

Resource centre material has also come under fire. One

librarian stated, 11.it seems that schools are the major

target right now but it’s only a matter of time before the

public library becomes the focus of complaint.”

Moralistic values, obscenity, and profanity issues are the

reasons most often stated for censorino materials. accordina to

the American Civil Liberties Union. A study done by Lee Burress

identifies that 757. of all objections are related to language

and sexual exolicitness in materials. Dr. David Jenkinson

conducted a censorship survey in Manitoba between September 1,

1982 and August 31. 1984. His results showed that there were no

challenges to racist material in the publit library system.

School libraries had seven challenges to racist materials over

the two year period. Beatrice Culleton’s book about a Native

child caught in the endless ropes of the social service system

was challenged.. In Search of April Raintree was challenged not

because of its oortraval of Native lifestyle, but because of

the sexual and violent material it contained.

How does a librarian deal with censorship?

In order to handle the sensitive issues that may be

encountered in the area of censorship, a librarian must develop

the ability to understand the background of the issues

involved. Issues that must be looked at are the racist

statements, illustrations and other negative aspects f

material that is currently housed in library collections as
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well as new material being purchased 4cr use within the system.

Materials chosen should be the best that are available.

Librarians must accuire the knowledge needed to select these

materials. They need to be aware 0+ the various learnina and

teaching styles o+ cultural grouos, and to understand

contempory as well as historical issues. Dyer states that these

reflect the attitudes, asoirations and lifestyles of a culture.

Value systems are an essential component in all societies.

Pre—censorship occurs when the librarian chooses books and

other materials for the borrower’s use. A librarian is open to

the influence of the community’s values. Professionals believe

that materials should be selected because of their strenath in

supporting school and other community programs. “All students

shall be provided access to a current, balanced collection of

books, basic reference materials, texts, oeriodicals, and

audiovisual materials, which depicts in an accurate and

unbiased way the cultural diversity and pluralistic nature of

[North] American society.” The librarian strives to ourchase

and house an unbiased collection.

Why is it important to deal with censorship issues?

Our society believes that books have power. Books are

perceived to influence feelinos and behavior, and to enliahten.

enhance, or corruot. “Racial symbols are also a oart of our

society from which a child learns to evaluate arcucs of eocle.

or example, tomahawk is much more quickly identified (sic)

with Indian than is corn.” Children beam to think of Indian



eoole as -Fictional or dead. Lanouaoe. .ustoms. and li-’estyles

become taroets of racism in print and non—print resources.

These biased materials only “fuel the ire” a+ecting the

provision of balanced and equal education +or all cecole.

Books are assumed to tell the truth. Zuckerman says

children know the difference between fiction and truth in

books. If this is true why are so many schools currently

focusing on building the self esteem of their students? One’s

self—concept is directly afFected by the daily environment in

which one functions. The school environment has many negative

conceots and imaoes that are viewed daily by children through

the use of print and non—print materials. Students should not

be using materials which are demeaning to any cultural group

without first beina taught critical thinkino skills needed to

identify fallacies and inaccurate information.

“It is easy to lose sight of the most important pecole of

all— the students in the district. What lessons are they

learning?” The school must develop a positive cross—cultural

climate to enhance students’ “cultural awareness.” It is

imperative that students acquire awareness of other cultures’

values and lifestyles.

A CULTURAL. PERSPECTIVE

SDciety

Culture defines us as oeoole. It gives each individual a

sense a-f identity, and helps one to understand his/her role in

society. Customs and values of culture are destroyed and lost
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by institutional racism.

The dominatina asoects of colonization have a direct

relationship on how two cultures perceive one another. When the

majority orouo does not understand different customs, such

customs are viewed as ridicu]ous primitive and useless.

Cultural supremacy affects minority qrouoe to the extent that

some oeoole have changed their names, some have had plastic

suraerv to change their aopearance and some deny their cultural

i dent i ty.

Canadian society has its past firmly rooted in the

Eurocentric culture with its customs and value systems.

Institutional racism exists in oublishino., iustice, real

estate, education and other segments of our society. The very

structure of our society has deemed institutional racism to be

legitimate by allowing it’s existence. Canada’s laws and social

customs “systematically reflect and produce racial

inequalities.”

Businesses involved in marketing children’s material must

become “culturally aware.” Bestsellers and parental -favourites

from the past have been republished. Some of this material

continues to be distributed despite inaccurate and

stereotypical information contained within the oaqes. Editors

need to be cognizant of correct historical information as well

as stereotypical phrases that are asoects of poor research and

writing by biased authors. Positive imaaes. historical, and

current information must be factual to counteract issues raised

about censorshio.
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Educational Ineaual i ties

People have been denied their right to vote, their riaht to

live where they choose., and their right to an education. in

Canada during the twentieth century. Generally these are

considered basic rights., and the ma,oritv grouo would be

outraaed if denied them. The federal government only accented

full financial responsibility for Indian education in 1948,

according to Hull’s research. In 1945, when the Family

Allowance or Baby Bonus Act passed, the government began to

Ubujidil schools for Indiaenous Peooles. Families had to have

their children in schools in order to collect Family

All lowance.

Historically, the education system in Canada has icnored

the inequalities of it’s system with regard to Indigenous

Peoples and other ethnic groups. Education in Canada has been

withheld or severely restricted to the Inuit. Blacks and

Indicenous Peooles. through various legistated acts. Education

in the past was used as a tool to destroy Indigenous cultures

in Canada. Durina the 1950s and 1960s assimilation destroyed

languages. social customs, and the cultural heritages of many

Indiaenous nations.

Society as a whole suffers when the educational system does

not meet the needs of all students. Inferior education concerns

all Canadians because of socio—economic oroblems such as

illiteracy, drop outs, and high rates of violence and

incarceration. Institutional racism only hinders any solutions
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Eurocentric beliefs and values are -firmly entrenched in the

C.nadian public school systems. When lookino at the education

system one can see that the bulk of administrators, teachers

and other oersonnel are Caucasian. Schools. their environment,

and the materials used. play an important ..part in how students

perceive themselves. Acuirin life lonQ learnina skills will

not occur in an oppressive atmosphere. Institutional racism

existing in the current structure undermines many students’

self esteem and leads to their failure.

In educatino Canadian children., how can the system and

society 3ustify the use of. and teaching with material that

discusses other cultures as “primitive”., “lazy”, or

“suoerstitious”? E4v neglecting to teach or eupply accurate

information about other cultLtres’ contributions in areas such

as aoriculture. economics. government, and language. the

education system and Canadian society are guilty of cultural

racism. E4y omitting or “miseducating white children about their

own racist heritaae” other cultural aroups . and especially the

children, must deal with racism at an extremely young age.

“Preudice and racial abuse, however are not only demeaning for

those who receive it but also for those. generally white.

children who offer it.”

School children from the Osnabruck Germany area were

surveyed about their knowledoe of Native Americans. They were

asked:
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“Where did you learn about Indians?”

Information Number of

obtained from students

Reading/books 163

Newspapers/magaz i nes 11

Comics/booklets 20

TV/films 166

Records/cassettes 14

The results c-f this study show just how influential the

printed word is in forming children’s concepts of Indian

People..

Educators must critically analyze the authenticity of the

materials they use, and teach their students to do the same.

Once critical thinking skills have been taught., they must be

nurtured and encouraged to grow. Teachers must play a leading

role in changing some c-f attitudes that society has towards

other cultural groups.

Resources can be utilized to keep an already unbalanced

system of-f centre, or they can be used to change the existing

structure to create a more pluralistic view of our society.

Maintaining and purchasing quality resources is necessary to

establish support for educators, and for programs. Providing

positive materials and expections helps motivate people to

learn about other cultures, and become “culturally aware”.

Everyone in a positive climate can grow towards cross—cultural

awareness, and understanding.
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GABRIEL DUMONT INSTITUTE

The Institut&s mandate is to serve and meet the needs D4

Metis and Non—Status Peoples. Part of that service has been a

library system comDosed largely of Native Studies materials.

The new mandate draft sucests an interim stratsoy that would

develop pilot schools for K—12. These schools must connect with

the Institute’s library network.

Gabriel Dumont Institute’s core library and satellite

centres have in the past and are today. olaying a soecial role

in Native communities and in the provincial education system.

Intitially. resource centres were established to supplement

courses being offered by the Institute. SUNTEF (Saskatchewan

Urban Native Teacher Education Prooram) students and staff are

among the main borrowers of resource material. This teacher

training education program has 151 future teachers and

administrators enrolled at present. Oualified professionals

have ar.aduated from SUNTEP and use Institute ‘-esources in

Saskatchewan classrooms. Other teachers without cross—cultural

training are utilizina Institute resources to supolement their

lessons on Indiaenoue Peoples.

Borrowing privileges state that materials can be loaned to

students. staff, and other personnel who work at the Institute.

Materials can also be borrowed by the general public and

through the Saskatchewan Provincial Library’s. interlibrary

loan system.

Borrowers usino the resources from the Institute’s



c:ollection assume that a place concerned about tietzs and

Indioenous cultures houses a resource collection that is

bias—+ree Materials borrowed are viewed by the borrower as

being historically and factualli accurate. Because o# this.

previewino of mater-i al s be4ore use does not always occur. If

previewino does take place distorted in4ormation can still be

passed on to students ic the borrower does not have the

necessary skills to critically analyze the borrowed resources.

Inevitably, within the core library’s collection are

materials that have racist and stereotvcal biases (see

poendix ). Materials mentioned in ooendix are a random

selection picked 4rom the juvenile collection in the core

library. The resources in this Apoendix were selected or their

potential to be included in a Native Studies biblicoraohy of

materials for grades K—12. Other material housed in the

collection also contains historically inaccurate and biased

i nf ormati on.

Resources purchased are usually selected •from the same

publishing comoanies that have been marketing racist and

stereotypical print and non—print materials for years.

Information •from the library’s collection is an essential part

of the courses at the Institute. Increased “cultural awareness”

between the community at large and the Institute depends oartly

on the resources in the library system. Workina towards a

bias—free collection can beoin to establish the library as a

quality resource base that can be used as a model for schools

and other educational instjtutions,
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RECOMMENDAT I ONS

8ased on the in4ormation presented in this report. these

recommendations are sucoested +or mp1ementation.

1. PUFCHASE SELECTION POLICY

New materials comma into the system that contain

Native Studies information need to be previewed and evaluated.

More expensive materials should be ordered only H the’, can be

returned when the contents mis—represent or distort the facts.

A CODY of the evaluation. alona with an’i unsuitable item should

be returned to the publisher. ll evaluations and publishers’

responses should be kept on 4ile to re4er to when eelectng and

previewing future orders.

2. WEEDING POLICY

Developing and implementing this policy will allow for

continual pulling and disgardin of “poor Duality” print and

non—print materials. Calaary’s. E4oard of Education. has an

excellent policy which specifically focuses on inaccurate and

condescendina inforrnation.

CENSORSHIP POLICY

This policy will be a 4rame of reference to assist in

handling and solving any censorship challenges. Guidelines and

comolaint forms developed can defuse “sensitive” issues.

4. TRAINING PROGRAM

Library staf4 should be well trained in recognizing

various forms of •fallacies. stereotypes and other racist

information. Pe4erence staff must be prepared to e4fectively

handle materials they come across as well as handle items that
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oatrons brino to their attention.

5. “TRUr.IK”

Develop emal 1 tra’:el 1 ing “trunks” of cual ity

materials. SUNTEP students could use this durino internship

sessions (Practicum). The collection could be used 4cr disola’/

purposes at conventions and seminars.

6. MATERIALS DEVELOPMENT

Materials need to be developed that teach students to

critically analyze resources for stereotypes and other racist

in-formation. Such material should be developed 4cr a1l grades.

particularly, to teach young children “cultural awareness”.

7. COMMUNICATION

Opening lines o4 communication with other

organizations, schools, libraries, arid publishing houses is

important.. Find out how they handle ob3ectional materials and

how they select quality resources. Gabriel Dumont Institute may

need to establish a leadership role in this area.
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APPENDIX A

Examples cf resource material cjrculatino that contain

racist and stereotvoical biases. This material can be located

in the uvenile section c4 the Institutes core librar’.’.

Johnston. Patronel 1 a

Tales o4 Nokomis (Juv 398.2097131 356T15)

—braves. warriors1 paooses

Moblev1 Jane

The Star Husband (E MOB)

—warrior. tribe, brave warrior

Rockwood, Joyce

To Spoil the Sun (Juv 810.3 F54T7)

—warriors. screaminQ death4 scalped,

whoooing. wild paint. ye1lin

Wolfson, Evelyn

Growina UD Indian (Juv 30 W5267)

—papooses. tribe. rebelliousEskimo1

ii lustrati on: bare—chested oi ri s.

rounded u by the settlers

Vue. David

The Tipi a center of Native merican life

(Juv 728 Y72T36)

—tribe. papoose board. spuaw cooler.

lords of the plains, warriors, scalp



“For as one comes to understand people who live
by institutions and values different from one’s
own, at the same time one comes to see that these
people are nevertheless, at bottom quite like
one’s own people. The alien culture at first
appears to us a mask, enigmatic or repugnant.
On closer acquaintance we see it as a garment for
the spirit; we understand its harmonies and
appreciate them. Finally, as acquaintance goes
deeper still, we do not see, or for a time forget,
the culture, but look only to the common humanity
of the men and women beneath.

- Robert Redfield


